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SUMMAR ·Y 
Potassium ferrate of known purity was used to oxidize three 
alcohols (propanol-2, 1,1,1-trifluoropropanol-2, and 1,1,1,3,3,3-
hexafluoropropanol-2) in 8 ~ potassium hydroxide, and a series of 
substituted phenyltrifluoromethyl carbinols (m-nitrophenyl-, m-bromo-
phenyl-, p-methylphenyl-, and unsubstituted) in 0.5 ~potassium hydroxide 
and 3.5 ~potassium fluoride. The reactions were found to obey pseudo-
first order kinetics and shown to be first order in ferrate ion and 
first order in alkoxy i on (ionized carbinol or alcohol); acetone produc ti on 
I from the oxidati on of propanol-2 al so followed first order kinetics; 
oxygen evolution was 3/2 order· in some reactive intermediate, other than 
iron-VI. Deuterium isotope effects show that the breaki ng of the C-1! 
bond on the ~-carbon is the rate determining step for the oxidati ons. 
The isotope effects also indicate, by applying the Swain Criteria, that 
a hydride mechani sm is likely. The salt effect, isokinetic relation ship , 
and Hammettcrp plot all givo confirmation of the suggested hydride 
mechani sm. 
I 
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H I S T 0 R I C A L 
The heating of a mixture of iron filings, nitre, and pota~h 
constituted the first preparation of Potassium ferrate (dipotassium 
. 
tetraoxoferrate VI) (1). This took place in 1702 but little quantitative 
(l) G. E. Stahl, Specimene Becheriano, Franckfurth, 1702, page 247. 
work was done on the compound until about 1950. Methods of preparing 
25 iron-VI salts were known (2), but yields and purity were low until 
(2) J. M. Mellor, Comprehensive Inorganic and Theoretical Chemistry, 
Lorgmans, Green, and Co., vol. XIII, 1924 , pa e 935-936. 
Thompson, Ockerman, and Schreyer (3) proposed their synthesis, which 
(3) G. W. Thompson, L. T. Ockerman, and J. M. Schreyer, J. Am. Chern. 
Soc., 73, 1379 (1951). 
utilizes so i um hypo chlorite to oxidize iron-III nitrate to iron-VI. Tl1e 
reaction produces a large quantity of i ron-III hydroxide , s o that rnu h of 
the synthesis is devoted to purification of the iron-VI compound . 
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More recently Gump (4) has reported the preparation, using 
(4) J. R. Gump, 'Diss. Ab s ., 20, 3502 (l960)j UNi~. 0' I<Utuucy1 (9s,:a. 
essenti ally t he same proc ess as i n ( 3), of high purity iron-VI ferra.t es 
of lithi um, sodi um, pot a s s i um, rubidium, cesium, cadmium, zi nc , and 
lanthanum. 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
Compounds of iron-V and iron-IV have been reported (5, 6, 7, 8). 
J. S. McGee, Ph. D. Thes is, The Ki net i cs of the Decomposition~ 
Potassium Tet raoxoferrute (VI ) i n Aqueous Sol ut ion, Un i ver sity of 
Del a. ware 1 1961. 
R. v. Scholder, H. v. Bunsen, and W. Zeiss , z. Cl.norg . u.. Allgem. 
Chcmie, 283, 330 (1956 } - - - - refe r ence 19 i n t-1cGee ' s thes i s (5). 
Y. Klemm and K. Wahl , Angew. Chemie , ~' 261 (1953 ). 
(8) B. Jezowska-Trzebiatowska and M. \rr'ronska , Cong . i ntern. Ch j m. 
pure , et, ~., l 6e , Par is , 1957, 827-835 (Pub. 1958 ) --=-=-
reference 17 in McGee ' s thesi s (5 ) . 
Klemm and Wahl (7) have determi ned that Kleo4 disproporti onates i n 
aqueous so l uti on t o give i ron-III hydroxide and potas s i um fe rrate whi le 
Scholder, Bunsen, and Zeiss (6) have obtained i ron-I II hydroxid e and 
ferrate i on as t he decomposit ion products of Na4Fe04 i n dilute s odi um 
hydroxide solut j on. McGee (5) noted a black precipate when potassium 
ferrate was decomposed i n stron socH IUn hydroxide ; t he pred pitot~ wa. 
assumed to be Na.2Feo3• Dar ium fe rrat e (Ba.Fe03) has been named (2) us a 
possible intermediat e i n t he ther mal decomposition of barium fcrrat e ( VI ). 
/ 
I 
-~---~~L-·-- ---------------------------__ j 
I 
Cotton and Wilkenson (9) state, however, that "X-ray studies have shown 
(9) F. A. Cotton and G. 'filkens on, Advanced Inorganic Chemistry, 
Interscience Publishers, 1962, pages 718-719. 
that these (Ba2Fe04 and Sr2Fe0~) do not contain any discrete forrate (IV) 
ions, although the compounds are commonly called ferrates (IV), but that 
they are mixed metal oxides , the barium one having the spinel structure." 
The spinel structure is a common one for compounds of mixed oxidation 
-4-
states. These authors do salvage some hope for the iron-IV ion since they 
list the compound [FIY (diars) 2~1 2] ( Flii Cl4J 2 as being the only 
discrete iron-IV complex to be reported. In the cation complex, (diars) 
is the bidentate of diarsine, o-phenylenebi dimethyl arsine. No 
quantitative data on the X-ray studies ~t presented by the authors. 
Aqueous species of iron-IV have been suggested in cytochrome 
oxidation (10) and for some reactions of iron-II and iron-III with hydrogen 
(10) R. Stewart, Odnntion Mechanism!'!, Appli cat:! ons t o Organic Chemi stry, 
W. A. Benjamin, Inc., New York, 1964, pages 145 to 1~ 9 . See also 
references therein. 
peroxide (11). McGee (5) has proposed aqueous species of i ron-IV and 
(11) A. E. Cahill n.nd IT. Taube , J. Am. Chem. Soc., 74, 2)12 (1 952) . 
iron-Y as intermediates in the oxidation of water to oxy en by pota sium 
ferrate. / Iron-IV is also the proposed intermediate i n the oxidation of 
---~--_____:_.c __ ____ __ ____ ______ ____ __ _ __ j 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
L.i 
propanol-2 (12) which ia the subject of this paper. 
(12) 
II 
B. E. Norcross and w. c. Lewis, The Oxidation of Propanol-2 and 
2-Deuteropropanol-2 with DipotasSIUm Tetraoxoferrate (VI), Abstract 
of Papers, 146th Meeting of the American Chemical Society, Denver, 
Colorado, 1964. 
Perferric acid, H2Fe05, and a few other iron-VIII compounds have 
been mentioned in the literature (2) but are not considered herein. 
Wood (13) has given the potential of the iron-III-iron-IV 
(13) R. B. Wood, J. Am. Chem. soc., 80, 2038 (1958). 
half-cell to be 0.71! 0.03 v. for the reaction 
Values for potassium ferrate's heat of formation (-116 kcal/mole), 
free energy of formation (-78 ~ 2 kcal/mole), entropy of formation 
(9! 4 B.U.) 1 and details of its ultraviolet and visible spectra were 
given 1n the same paper with the wavelength of maximum absorbance being 
505 ap. 
The ferrate ion is tetrahedral (14) 1 and has been compared 
(14) H. Krebs, z. anorg. u. allgem. Chemie 1 263, 175 (1950). 
I 
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= to the chromate ion, Cr04 , by X-ray studies (15) which have shown the 
(15) B. Helferich and K. Lang, ibid., pg. 169. 
two ions to be almost identical i n cell dimensions. The swme types of 
'. , 
studies have also been done on barium ferrate by Jellinek (16). 
(16) F. ~ellinek, J. Inorg. and Nuclear Chern., 11, 329 (1960). 
McGee (5) examined the decomposition of potassium ferrate in 
basic aqueous soluti ons by measuring the partial pres sure of oxygen 
produced according to the equation 
• ...... I ......... ' • .., " • Q Vf'\l..f 
4 K2Fe04 + 10 H2o • 4 l''e\UHJJ -t- J v2 T u Jwu 
The products of this decompositi on had been observed before (17) while 
(17) J. M. Schreyer and L. T. Ockerman, Anal. Chern. 23, 1312 (1951). 
the stability of potassium ferr ate in solutions of electrolytes was bei ng 
studied. It has be£m ob se rved (17, 18, 19) that stability of ferrate ion 
(18) W. P. \~agner, J. R. Gump, and E. N. Hart, Anal. Chern., ~' 1497 (1952). 
(19) W. P. Wagner and J. R. Bump, TrRn s . K ntucky Acnd . Sci ., ll, 112-116 
(1954); C. A., 49, 2921 (195 5) ----reference 16 in McGee ' s 
thesis (5). --
increases in aqueous solution with increasi ng size of tho alhalL metal 
I 
• ion, the strength of base , and decre~ses with an increase in the iron-VI 
concentration. 
\ 
_,_ 
/ 
McGee (5), Wood (13), Jezowska-Trzebiatowska and Wronska (8), 
have all found a first order dependence on ferrate ion for the decomposition 
ot the iron-VI compound ,in strong base; however, McGee shows reason to 
doubt the conclusions of the latter investigators. McGee determined the 
following relationships for the decomposition of ferrate ion in the 
noted pH regjons: 
pH 9.2 to 9.6 rate t::)2 - k(FoO 
- 4 (Tt) 
pH 10 to 11.4 rate = k(Feo;) (OH-)3/2 
pH 12 to 7 1 KOH rate = k(Feo=) 4 (OH-)0-1 
The 'mechanisms of all these reactions are complex but the last is of 
particular interest, showing a dependency on base concentration that 
is not calculable from available activity coefficient data. Further 
mention of this point is made in the discussion section. 
/ 
--~~--~------ - - - - - - - - - ----
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OUTLINE OF THE PROBLEM 
Tbe unusual reactivity of potassium ferrate was first noted in this 
laboratory when crystals of the substance were rapidly decomposed by 
l. 
ethanol during the final steps of a ferrate preparation. The possibility 
of using potassium ferrate as an oxidant for alcohols was quite attrac-
tive and propanol-2 was chosen as the first ·substrate, since its only 
' 
oxidation product should be acetone. The high extinction coefficient of 
potassium ferrate in aqueous solution, at 505 ~~ presented an easy method 
of following the oxidation reaction by tracing the decay of the ferrate 
peak at that wavelength. (This was the wavelength used for the kinetic 
atudiea discussed in this paper.) 
Preliminary experiments with propanol-2 were promising enough to 
warrant a full-scale investigation. Basic solutions were used to achieve 
ferrate stability and also to ionize the alcohol. Problems were encoun-
tered due to incomplete ionization of propanol-2 1 even in very concentrated 
potaaaiua hydroxide; thereto~, trifluoro- and hexafluoropropanol-2 were 
prepared and used for kinetic studies, since they are completely ionized 
in the ba-icity range uaed for these experiments (0.5! to 8.0 !>· Potassiua 
fluoride had to be added to the less concentrated potassium hydroxide solu-
tiona to prevent iron-III from precipitating as the hydroxide. 
o-Deuteropropanol-2 gave a slower rate of reaction with potassium 
ferrate than did propanol-2 by a factor of 9.6, thus indicating that the 
rate determining step in the oxidation is the breaking of the c-H bond at , 
the a position 
• 
/ 
The information gathered from the 'foregoing experiments was not 
I 
~ 
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to allow a firm distinction between a proton or hydride 
transfer mechanism in the rate determining step. This situation led 
to the synthesis of a series of aryltrifluoroalcohols, herein referred 
· iaoat frequently to as "carbinols," which are completely ionized in 
one-tenth molar alkali (28). The kinetic data obtained from this serie• 
of carbinols, using the interpretation given in the "Discussion Section," 
. is consistent with a hydride mechanism. 
I 
,EXPERIMENTAL 
PREPARATION ~ POTASSIUM FERRATE 
Potassium ferrate [dipotassium tetroxoferrate(VI)] was synthesized 
(3) in low yields of varying purity by the following modified procedure. 
Chlorine was added to a well stirred solution of 30 grams sodium 
hydroxide in 75 ml. water, while the temperature was maintained at 
or below 30° (20), until a weight gain of at least 20 grams was observed. 
(20) All temperatures are given in degrees centigrade unless otherwise 
noted. 
The hypochlorite solution thus obtained, maint ained below 30°, was 
saturated with sodium hydroxide, cooled to below 10° and filtered on 
a coarse, fritted-gla s funn el. The filtrate was placed in a 250-ml. 
beaker equipped with a magn tic stirrer; with vigorous stirring and 
while keeping the temperature between 25° and 30°, small portions of 
pulverized iron(III) nitrate nonahydrate were added over a period of one 
hour until a total of 25 grams had been added. As the oxidation took 
place, the solution turned f rom a brown to a very deep red. The 
resulting deep red solution was saturated with sodium hyilroxid e , while 
maintaining the temperatur below )0°, and then centrifu ed (21) for 
(21) Inorganic Synthes]s , vol. IV, J. C. Ila iJ ar, Jr., editc;r , ~1cG r a.w­
Hill Book Co., Inc ., 1953 , pa.ges 164-1 67. 
\ 
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30 minutes. After centrifugation, the solution was irr~ediately 
filtered on a coarse, fritted-glass funnel of large surface area 
equipped with a pad of glass wool (3), which greatly enhanced the speed 
of filtration. The filtrate was adrled to 100 ml. chillerl, saturated 
potassium hydroxide in a ~00-ml. boruter. This mixture was stirred for 
0 10 minutes, and then rapidly cooled to 10 and filtered on a coarse, 
fritted-glass funnel. The residue on the funnel was a mixture of a 
brown sludge and purple crystals. The purple crystal~ of potas s ium 
ferrate were separated from the brown impurities by dissolving the 
c~stals with four or five 10-ml. rinses of 3 ~potassium hydroxide . 
All these portions were collected in a single flask containing 50 ml . 
of chilled, saturated potassiwn hydroxide, which was then added to 
the collected washings. Crystals of potassium ferrate were ob served 
on the sides of the vesse l after the olution was further chilled and 
stirred. Filtration of this soluti on on a f ritted-glas s funnel of 
medium porosity gave pur ple-red crystals ; these crystals were t hen 
washed with 10 ml. of benzene followed by three 20-ml. porti ons of 
100% ethanol. The product, which was greater than 9afo pure, was 
washed with ether and then stored under vacuum for twenty-four hours . 
I 
-lo-
OP POTASSIUM FERRATE 
==~---- ,, 
The analysis (22) of five different potassium ferrate samples 
(22) J. M. Schreyer, G. w. Thompson, and L. T. Ockerman, Anal. 
Chem., 22, 1426 (1950). 
cave purities ranging from 4~ to 9~. In this method of analysis, 
the sample of potassium ferrate to be tested is used to oxidize a 
-basic solution of Cr-III to Cr04 ; the resulting chromate solution 
is then acidified and titrated with standard Fe-II using sodium 
dipbenylaminesulfonate indicator. The procedure outlined in (22) 
was used with two modifications: the indicator was added near the 
end point to prevent indicator oxidation; and a light was placed 
behind the titration vessel for better detection of the subtle 
purple to green end-point. The solution in the titration flask was 
stirred magnetically and care was taken to insure that the ferrate 
sample was completely dissolved. 
Another method of analyzing potasaiua ferrate was also developed 
(12) Which utilized the oxidative powers of ferrate to produce acetone 
fro. propanol-2. The acetone produced was then condensed with salicyl-
aldehyde in basic solution (23). The resulting solution, after heating, 
(23) G. B. Ginther and R. c. Finch, Anal. Chem., 32 1 1894 (1960). 
was red-orange in color and possessed an absorption peak at 500 m~ {12). 
The optical density at this wavelength was then read on the Cary 14 
recording spectrophotometer and corrected by subtracting ; the optical 
-loa-
density of a blank that had been treated in exactly the aame aanner. 
Five solutions of known acetone concentration were run simultaneously 
with the ferrate analysis under identical conditions. The optical 
density at 500 m~ was read and the blank reading subtracted. Values 
of this corrected optical density, plotted versus the acetone con-
centration, produced a standard curve from which the acetone con-
centrat on for the ferrate analysis could be interpolated; that is, 
the corrected optical density for the analysis could then be used 
to interpolate the quantity of acetone produced from the reaction with 
ferrate. The purity of the sample could then be calculated from these 
data. 
Potassium deuteroxi de was prepared with a f ew modi f i cati ons of 
I 
the usual technique (24 ). Potas s ium met al (0.5 mole), pr epared by 
- 11-
(24) Inorganic Isotopi c SyYtthesi s, R. Herber, edi tor, W. A. Benj ami n Co., 
New York, 1962, pages 27-29 . 
scraping the surface c lean i n a dry ni trogen atmo spher e , was added to a. 
previously dried, t hree-nec){ed , s t andard taper f l asl{ equipped with a 
dropping funnel, a vacuum s ource and a nitrogen i nlet. The fla k \laS 
flushed with dry nitrogen before and duri ng t he addi t i on of t he 
potassium metal. The apparatus \las then sealed , the ni tro en turned off , 
and the whole system evacuated . The vacuum wa s t urned off and dry 
nitrogen a l lo.,.ed to flo"' in . The evacuati on and nitr ogen fl ushin was 
repeated three times . A vacuum \las then dr a\ln and t he pota . s ium melted ; 
while cooling, the flasl{ .... a s\lirled , depositin a thin coat of the 
metal on the sides of t he- fl ask . After coo ling \las complete , 15 • of 
deuterium oxide (the deut eri um oxide i n exces s of t he stoichi ometri c 
amount was intended to keep the potassium deuteroxid e i n soluti on) "'as 
added dropwise \lith peri odic appl icat ' on of v&cuum t o draw out t he 
deuterium gas· produc ed . The r fl l"tc t i on \las exothermic and ver y vi gorous 
so that it \las importa.nt to dr a\1 off t he deut er i um gn.s before a suf fici ent 
quantity accumulat ed to combus t. The r esulti ng s ol ution contained s ome 
oxidizible organi c impurities , which woul ct i nt er fe r with ldn et i c d te r -
minations. The solution 'vns purified by add ing a small amount of 
potassium ferrat e and a ] l01v.i ng the mixture to r eac t f or twenty- f our 
/ hours. By this t ime , the i mpuriti es '"cr c fe rrate oxidiz d ann t he 
decomposed. The precipated Fe(OD) 3 was filtered out of the solution 
on a fine porosity fritted-glass funnel while the whole filtering 
apparatus was under a nitrogen atmosphere. An aliquot of the filtered 
solution was then titrated with, standard hydrochloric acid. After 
the concentrn. ti on was known 1 nn aliquot 1 J arge enough to mnl{e 100 ml. 
of 7.5 ~potassium deutoroxide 1 was placed in a 100-ml. volumetric 
flask and diluted to the mark with deuterium oxide. An aliquot of 
this new solution was then titrated with dilute hydrochloric acid to 
find the exact concentrati on. 
A comparison of the proton NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) 
spectrum for potassium deutoroxide in deuterium oxide with the 
spectrum for potassium hyc roxide in "''o.ter showed the isotopic purity 
of the product to be greate r tho.n 95 o. 
I 
-12-
- 13-
A 1000-ml., three-necl ed, ~tandard taper flask was equipped with 
a gas delivery tuhe, a stirrer , anr1 an 18-cm. cold fin ger conde ns er 
cooled. with dry ice and acetone . Two hundred and fifty ml. of dry 
ether were added t o the fla sk al ong with 0.024 mole (0. 90 g.) of 
lithium alumi num hydri de . The stirrer was started and hexafluoro-
acetone*bubbled into the contents of the flask while t he temperature 
was maintained at 0°. After 25 to JO minutes, the rate of bubbling 
was observed to i ncrease si nificantly; this wns taken as ev'dence 
that the reaction was es sentially complete . 
Any remaining reducin agent vas destroyed by addition of 6 l-1 
hydrochloric acid; uthe resulting two layers were separated, and t he 
ether layer dried and then fractionally distilled on a spinni ng band 
column. The fraction boilin 0 at 76-77 was collected and analyzed by 
gas-liquid chromatography using a column of 15 o Uc on Polar on 
chromabsorb W (50-60 mesh); flow rate = 60 cc./min.; oven temperature= 
750. This fraction was found to contain hexafluoropropanol-2 and 
ether, apparently an azeotrope. U ing the same column and condi t i ons 
as above, . the two component s were separated and collected . GLC 
analysis of the col lected a lcohol showed no jm pudtj es ; ffi gave a 
heptuplet with peaks n.t 4 . 09 , 4 .19 , 4.)0, 4.39 , 4.49, -1. 61, and 4 . 69 
parts per million (cf) and an OH peak at .t1.5 6 I. Th r fractive 
index was fotmd to be l . 2751 at 25° compared to the li t er n.ture vnlue 
(26) of 1.2750 at 22°. 
I 
(26) C • A. , 57, 12J06b ( q 3) ~ l:.L. . KNwN yAIIITS, Et. 41. 
- 0Gtii;N£.D FltoH C.lll,.,dil9 o"'""'"''c. CNI/f11it:.t~'- f!o, 
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A quantity of .1,1,1-tri f luoroacetone was obtained from 
Columbia Organic Chemic r-t l Company and s eparated from its impurities 
on ii. Nester-Faust Prepl(rornntic GLC (Gas-Liquid Chromatogr aph) using 
a column of 10% polypropyl ene glycol on chromabsorb V (45-60 mesh); 
flow rate= 600 cc./min.; and column t emperature= 40°. 
The purified ~,1,1-trifluoroacetone (13.1 g., 0.1 9 mole) was 
then reduced with 1.3 g. (0.0343 mole) lithi um aluminum hy<lride 
using the method pres ented for the preparation of the hexafluoro-
propanol-2. The dry ether s oluti on conta ini ng the 1,1,1-trifluoro-
propanol-2 was chromatogr aphed on the preparative GLC (same column 
and flow rate as before; co l umn temperature = 85°) to s epa r ate t he 
alcohol from ether. The yie l d. was 6.5 g . (4 % ), based on 1,1,1-tri-
fluoroacetone (25). 
(25) McBee and Truchan, J. Am. Chern. Soc., 70, 2910 (1948 ). 
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(27) 
OF PHF.NTLTRIFLUOR.OHETIIYL CARBINOLS ( 27) 
These compounds (28) have been sufficiently well characteri zed 
that no further proof of i dentity was needed other than 
refractive i ndex, melti ng point, and/or boi ling pojnt. 
J!=Methylphenyltrifluoromethyl carbi nol was prepared in 85fo yield (28): 
(28} R. Stewart and R. Vander Linden, Can. J. Ch ern.~~ (1960). 
b.p. 94.5 (pressure 
24° ~ = 1.4650. 
18° 
= 12 mm. Hg); ~ = 1.4640, reported (28) 
Phe~ltrifluoromethyl carbi nol was prepared (28) in 69% yield. 
Purification by preparati ve GLC (column of 10% polypropylene glycol 
on chromabsorb W, 45-60 mesh; flow rate of 600 cc./mi n.; column 
0 25° 
temperature= 175 ) produc ed a cl ear, colorl ess oil; ~ = 1.4588, 
25° 
reported (28) ~ = 1.4590. 
c(-Deuterophenyltrifluoromethyl carbinol was prepared in 9o% yield 
from 1.00 g. (0.0275 mole) of lithium aluminum deutoride and 5.22 g. 
(0.030 mole) of c(, c(, ~-tri fluoronc etophenone (28). Purifi cati on by 
GLC (column of 10'/u poly propyl ene glyc ol on chromnh orb W, .t15-60 m h· 
' 
flow rate of 60 cc./min.; colunm t emperat ure = 175°) gave A. c l a r, 
colorless 1, . l 24 1qU1< j f1_o = 1. 4586. 
.!!!:-Bromophen.vl tri fluoromethyl Carb i nol - m-Bromo- o(, c( 1 o( -tr · flu oro-
/ 
acetophenone was pr epar ed 11. the rnoth ocl iven i n ( 2R) with t he 
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exception that 0.2 g. of anhydrous ferric chloride (29) was used 
Anhydrous ferric chloride was prepared as in Inorganic Synthesis , 
vol. III, L. F. Audrie th, editor, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1953, 
pages 191-194. 
instead of 0.1 g . The l&,1u yield obtai ned using the additional ferric 
chloride was considerably higher than with the smaller amount. 
Them-bromo ketone was then r educed to the carbinol with 
lithium aluminum hydride. The products were f racti onally distilled 
and the fraction boi ling at 115° and 12 mm. Hg was collected; GLC 
column of 10% polypropylene glycol on chromabsorb V, 
45-60 mesh; flow rate = 60 cc./min.; and oven temperature = 200°) 
revealed that the product was a mixture of the ketone and the carbinol. 
was then pur ified on the analytical GLC using the conditi ons 
The two liquids coll ected in the purification were then 
sUbjected to NMR analysis . The liquid havj ng the shortest retenti on 
time gave an ~ffi spectra consis t i ng only of aromatic pews; the 
liquid of longest retention time gave the same aromatic peoks but 
also had a quartet at 4.72, 4.80, 4 . 90 , and 5 . 01 d and an 011 peak 
at 3.27 J • 'l'he fir st spectra is that of the )(etone while the 
second is that of the carbi nol . 
70 
2Qo 
The carb·i nol gav ~ = l . 5028 
compared to the ex rected "n = 1. 5005 ( 28) • Upon tandi ng , the 
carbinol crystalli z d into a rure-wh:ite solid with m. p . = 27-'29°, :i t 
previously has been repor cd (28 ) only ns the oi l. The yield of 
purified carhinol was 8 1~ baserl on m-bromo l(eton e . / 
m-Ni trophenyl trifluoromethyl Carbinol - m-Ni tro- f(, of, t( -trifluoro-
acetophenone was prepared (28 ) i n good yield (53.5%) and then 
reduced to the carbinol with potassium borohydride . A methanol 
solution of 10 g . (0.045 mole) of m-ni tro-tt/, J.., c( -trifluoro-
I 
acetophenone was added dropwi se to a well s tirred s olution of 2.7 g . 
(0.05 mole) potassium borohydride in 100 ml. of mothrtnol. After 
the ketone, the soluti on was stirred for two hours , 
acidified with hydrochloric acid , and extracted three times with 
ether; the ether extract was dried over anhydrous magnesium sul f ate . 
extract gave a very viscous, yellow-
brown oil boiling at 104-106° and 2 rrun. Il g. The oil crystalliz d 
0 
slowly giving pale yellow crystals , m. p . = 45 -5 2 • Upon 
recrystallization from ben zene an petroleum ether , the m.p . was 
48-51° compared to th Ji t r ature va lue of 47-'1 ° (28 ) . The yi eld 
of purified materi a l was 6 1o, base on ketone . 
c(-Deutero-m-nitrophenyltrifluoromethyl carbinol was prepar ed by 
the method just described exc ept that ether was the solvent and 
sodi~ borodeuteride was the reductant. The m-nitro )(etone (6 . 24 g . 
0.0285 mol <l ) was added to an ether solution of 1.00 g . (0 . 0239 mol 
sodium borodeuteride to y i ld 3. 8 g . (6l v) of unpurifi en cry tal s . 
Upon recryst allization fr om benzene R.nrl p trol urn ether, pale- ye llow 
crystals were obtained with m. p . = 48-"1°; r eported f or protium 
compound, 47-48°. 
I 
I 
r 
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All potassium hydroxide solutions were made by direct weighing 
of Fisher T?.eA.gent Grade peJ lets i nto a volumetric flask. 'Yhen an 
alcohol solution was preparerl , the alcohol was weighed and trans ferred 
quantitatively into a volumetri c fla s]{ and then the potassi um 
by~roxide pellets were added; the solution wns then made up to 
volume. 
In the case of 0.5 ~potassium hydroxide and 3.5 ~potassium 
stock solution containing the two was prepared , by 
direct weighing of the r eagents , and stored i n a polyethylene 
container until u sed . The alcohol or carbinol was then wei ghed 
directly into a volumetric flask and the hydroxide-fluoride stock 
solution added to the mark. The very small concentratjon error due 
to the carbinol dilution (0. 2-0.5%) was well within expe r i mental 
error (1-5%). 
Care had to be tru{en in preparing the carbinol solutions to 
avoid cleavage of the trifluoromethyl group. In fact, the reason 
for the hydroxide-fluoride s olvent was to limit thi s cl eava e by 
lowering base stren th , while maintaining sufficient hydroxide 
concentration to retai n a s ]ow iron-VI necay rate in the abs ence of 
substrate. The fluoride comrlexed the iron-III produc crl in the 
oxidations , thus -preventin prccipation of ferric hydroxid e , which 
~ould interfere with absorptjon measurements . In general, a ne'rf 
solution of carbinol was u s ed for each temper ature, nnrl onl y thnt 
Portion needed for a -parti cular l i nctic run was h aterl to tl{~ 
temperature; the re st of the s olu jon r crnai n .d at room 
c. 
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RUNS IN CONCENTRATED POTASSIUH HYDROXIDE 
--
The disappearance of the purple colored iron-VI ion was 
under pseudo-first order conditi on s by dissolvinc a small 
solid potassium ferrate in a measured quantity (1.00 to 
of 8 ~ potassium hycl roxid.e in a 4 ml. Beckman pyrex cuvette, 
then placed i n the cell compartment of a Cary t-lodel 14 
spectrophotometer , operated at a fixed wavelength. This 
homogeneous with a medicine dropper, and 
Cary was turned on, recordi ng a plot of time versus optical 
This gave the rate of ferrate decomposition i n bas e alone. 
of solution of known alcohol concentration, sufficient to 
4.00 ml., was then added. The s oluti on was 
and the drive of the Cary again activated to give a 
density versus tjme for the reaction of ferrate with 
All solutions and measuring pipetts were equ i librat ed n.t the 
tempern.ture for each run. 
The above method was also used for solutions of propnnol-2 in 
t 6, and 5 M potassium hydroxide. 
\ 
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RUNS IN POTASSIUt-1 HYDROXI DE- POTASSIUt-1 FLUORIDE SOLUTIONS 
--The following method a?l)lies to all r uns i nvolvi ng fluoride i on, 
to runs in 4 and 3!:!. f>O tn.ss i um hydroxide . 
The o.o-0. 2 slide wire Wf\.S -placed in the Cary and 10-cm. 
't 
, .. 
quartz cells wer e used . Alcohol or carbinol s olution wa -placed i n 
the 10-cm. cell and then equilibrated at the r eaction temperature . 
amount of potas sium f errate was a ded , dissolved , mixed by 
and the ce ll ?laced in the ther mostated cell compartment of 
The time drive was activated giving a -pl ot of optical 
density versus time . 
A decomposition rate of fe r rate i n s olvent al one was determi ned 
in a similar fashion. See t abl e 17 and 18 . 
/ 
oP ACETONE PROUUCTION IN~~ POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE 
-- An arbitrary amount of potassium ferrate was added to 50 ml. 
of 8 ,t1 potassium hydroxide in a 250-ml. volumetric flask and then 
0 thermostated at 25.1 • A five ml. aliquot was 
taken, tro~tt.od 1\B in (12) nnd cnlJ ed zero acetone concontrntion. 
hydroxide-pro pnnol-2 solution, of kn own alcohol 
concentration, was adoen to the flask to brjng the liquio up to 
This solution wns mixed well and thermostated at 25.1°. 
At intervals of about 90 seconds, a five ml. aliquot was withdrawn 
(12). (See figure 9 for standard acetone curve 
a typical kineti c determination for acetone). 
I 
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OF PRODUCTS 
Ferric ion was identified as an oxidation product by its blood-red 
complex formed with thiocyanate i on. 
I 
Acetone was isolated and identified (12) as its derivative of 
2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine i n a ratio of one tnole derivative to one 
mole of potassitrnl ferrate . The melti n point of the derivative wa 
124-125°; reported (30 ), 126°. 
R. L. Shriner, R. C. Fuson, and D. Y. Curtin , The Systemot"c 
I denti fic a t · on .£!_ Orga.ni c Compoun s , John vi ley and Son , Inc . , 
New York, 1956 , J1a 316 . 
Acetone bas al so been isolated in a ratio of on e mol e ferrate 
to one mole acetone (12) , as shown in Table 15, by use of basic 
condensation of acetone with salicylaldehyde (23). 
Carbinol Oxidations 
m-Nitro- q, c(,c(-trifluoroacetophenone was quantitative! 
isolated and idcnti fi d after a 0.0536 g . (0. 232 x J0-3 mole ) sample 
of potassium fcrratc , shown by nnalysis (22 ) to h 85 . 7% pur , 1~as 
added to 25 rnJ. ]10tnssium hy roxide-potassi. um fluori d so lv nt 
containing 0.0821 g . ( 0 . 37~ 10-3 mol ) m-nitrophenyl t r jfluorom thyl 
carbinol. This solutjon was mi ed well and ullowcd to react for on 
hour. Th e basic solution was thPn acirlj fi d nn<l x r ae d }hre tim s 
'Vith ether. Th tl t t h 1 · e e 1er ex r ue was dried over nn ycrous mn.gnes1um 
if • '','I/,J ,1 
' 1"1, .... ~.,.. 
I 
·; 
.. 
, .  
- "GJ-
I 
and chromatographed on a 3" x 3/8" co l umn of Woelm activity V 
using et her as the eluent . All the eluent vas collected i n 
& single veighed flask , the ether evaporated , and the flask rewei ghed 
- 3 
to give 0.0547 g . (0 . 250 x 10 mole ) of m- ni tro- o(, o( ,.C - trifluoro-
acetophenone. The unreacted carbinol vas not recovered . The ratio 
of iron-VI reacted t o ketone pro uct isolate vas ~ . 93 . 
m-Bromo- e(, c(, o( - trifluoroacetophenone vas quantitatively 
identified from a r eact· on sol tion cont~ining 0.0606 
x 10-3 mo le ) potassium fcrrate (85 .7% pure ) and 0 . 113 g . 
x 10-3 mol ) m- bromophenyltrifluoromethyl carbinol in 25 ml . 
of potassium hydr oxide - potassium fluoride solvent . 
This soluti on of carbinol and ferrate was mixed well, allowed 
react for one hour , and then acidi ied . The acid solution vas 
then extracted t hree time s with ether and th ether dried over 
magnesium sulfate . sing a sp "nning band column , mo t o 
was distilled off and th residue was then analyze on the 
co lumn of 10% polypropyl ne glycol on 
chromabsorb W (4 5- 60 me sh); the flow rate was 60 cc . /min . and the 
oven temperature w~s 200°. Only three peal s s ho~o.red up , the fir s t 
was ether, the se cond was the m-bromo l{cton e , n.n the third vas the 
m-bromo carhi nol. The ro.ti o of ketone to cnrbinol wn s l. 34 compared 
to the expccterl 1.39 ( see "Expcrim ntal Di s cus ion" section for n.n 
analysis of t he product da a ) . 
/ 
.!(, o{,o(-Trifluoroac tophenone was quantitatively identi f ied 
using th -3 8 same proc ' dure ~s forth m-hromo keton ; a 0 . 966 x 10 
I 
I 
_________________________ j 
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of 85 .7% potassium ferrate was added to a 4 .74 x 10-
3 
mole 
(0.8105 g.) sample of phony trifluoromethyl carbinol . Using the 
same column and fl ow rate as for the m-bromo ketone, tho GLC was 
0 
set at an oven temperature of 175 ; GLC analy is of the oxidation 
products gave a rat·o of 0 . 223 mole of ketone to one mo le of carbinol . 
p-Methyl- ct, o(, o(-trifluoroacetophenone was quantitatively 
identified us i ng the same procedure as outlined f or the m-bromo 
- 3 ketone; a 0.0768 g . (0.332 x 10 mole) sample of 85 .7 • potassium 
- 3 
ferrate was used to oxidize a 0 . 237 g . (1.26 x 10 mole) sample of 
carbino . GLC analysis (cond "t ions and 
column the same as for the m-bromo compoun ) gave the l<etone to 
carbinol rati o as 0.357 compared to the expected 0 . 376 . 
/ 
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CORRECTIONS 
A ten junction copper-constantan thermocouple (calibrated 
standardized mercury thermometer) was con-
•tructed and used to measure the temperature ot the cell compart-
the cary, .which was thermostated by water circulated by 
circulator. One end of the thermocouple was placed in the 
the other end in an ice-water mixture (the 
1ae was made from triply distilled water; the water used was also 
triply distilled). The leads were connected to a potentiometer 
(Leeds and Northrup Co.) c apable of a tenth of a millivolt accuracy. 
control on the Haake circulator was adjusted and 
the temperature of the Cary allowed to come to equilibrium. The 
teaperature of the water circulated by the Haake was then recorded 
as Was the potential of the thermocouple; this process was repeated 
every two degrees from 15° to 48°. The potential was interpolated (31) 
Rational Bureau of Standards, Circular 561. 
to degrees centigrade (see Table la) and considered to be the 
reaction temperature. Table la lists the temperature given by the 
airculating pump versus the real temperature, which is that g iven 
by the thermocouple; all t emperatures are accurate to± 0.1°. 
/ 
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E X P E R I M E N T A L D I S C U S S I 0 N 
and Analysis (22) of Potassium Perrate 
Along with the potassium ferratc , a ·lar e quantity of i ron-III 
is formed requiring thu.t much of the long synthesis be devoted 
of the iron-VI compound . The stoichiometry of the 
follows : 
+ 2 Fe(OH) 3(H2o) 3 + 
4 K+ + 4 - - + 2 K2Pe04 + ll H20 OH = 3 Cl 
determined by }1cGee (5) that purity of the sample, 
with re s ect 
ferric hydroxide , had little effect on the rate 
of decay; the 
in this laboratory showed no noticeable ef ect of fe rric hydro ide 
rate of propanol-2 oxidation . Any easily oxidizable impuri ies , 
, led to large rate deviations . This difficulty was avoided by 
a few crystals of potassium ferrate to the solution suspected of 
~·•u.&.uK the impurities . The solution was allowed to stand until the 
had decomposed, after which the solution cou)d b employed 
c purposes , since iron-III hydroxide is non-reactive . 
The analysis of potassium ferrat takes advantage of i t s 
~xidizing powers ,to oxidize Cr-Ill to CrO~ . 
on of chromate ancl f erric ions i s hen a.ciclified , an the 
ion produced is titrated with n. stand rd solution of Ve-II (27) . 
r · I ,,; • 
·,· 
r 
I 
I 
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~~ 
CRROMA'IOORAPHIC ANALYSIS FOR Jm'I'ONES 1 CARBINOLS 1 AND ALCOHOLS 
GLC was used whenever possible for both analysis of mixtures and 
preparation of very pure samples of alcohols and carbinols. All 
tJ 
columns (polypropylene glycol and Ucon 
Polar, see "Experimental" for details) of differing polarity, while 
purification was done on whichever column produced the best separation 
of t.purities. All carbinols, except the m-nitro carbinol, and all 
propanol-2, were purified in this manner. 
With the exception of the m-nitro compound, the products of 
carbinol oxidation were analyzed on the GLC. The ratio of ketone 
(the oxidation product) to unreacted carbinol was calculated by the 
following relationship: 
mmoles ketone 
mmoles carbinol 
unreacted 
-
mmoles ferrate 
mmoles carbinol - ~oles !errata 
added 
ratio was then compared to the experimental value obtained by 
d1Y1d1ng the area under the ketone peak1 on the GLC graph, by the 
-olea ketone 
-oles carbinol 
unreacted 
peak. 
-
area of ketone peak 
area of carbinol peak 
Por the columns and conditions listed under "Isolation of Products," 
the latter relationship was shown to be accurate (~ 1~ at the lowest 
carbinol concentration) over a wide range of known ketone-carbinol 
ratios. The known mixtures were made by direct weighting& and then 
the analysis run on the appropriate column. 
/ 
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The disappear anc e of the purple fe r rate co l or was treated as a 
pseudo-first order process fo r both the decomposition in base alone 
a.nd for its r eaction with alcohol . The slope of a plot of lo 
optical density ver us time for the s low decomposition gave the rate 
constant for t he decomposit i on process (Figure l ) ; thi s was usually 
about ten t i mes lower than the r eaction with alcohol . The reac on 
generally ov r in twenty to thirty minute , and h~ 
infinity point of 0 .02-0 . 05 optical density uni ts (this was due 
to iron-III complexes ) . A semi-log plot of (O .D. t - O. D.co ) ver us 
time, the s lope of which gives k b , was enerally lineAr over o 
0 s 
-2~-
to four half-lives for propanol - 2 oxidati ons (Figure la). To ob ain 
the rate due t o al cohol r eaction alone , th rate of decomposit'on , 
~ 
0
=, was subtracted rom the r ate of iron-VI di sappearance ' n the 
e 4 
presence of a cohol (k
0
b
5
) . There u tin con stant , ~ ' when 
divided by the al cohol concentration in mole s per l iter , gives the 
b
. -l - l 
lmolecular r ate constant , k , in liters mole second • II 
The decompos i ti on of ferrate i n 0 . 5 M potassium hydroxide 
and 3.5 M potassium fluor 'de was not first order over lOa% 
decompositi on; howev r , the r eaction of f errnte with he carbinols 
was rapicl enough to o cur within the t ime corre pondin to the 
decomposition of only a f e,.,. -perc nt of the ini tinl iron-VI 
concentrati on i n so)vcnt a lon . This was true if only the firs t 
two to three half-lives of reaction were con sid r ed , s ince in this 
/ 
region the de compo s1't1.'on was slow and approxima t ed fir st order . 
three hnlf-J ives , muc h variat ion in rato was obs rv d . 
Plots of l og (Ont - on. ) versus time (where on .. = 0 in all 
cases, owing to the v ory low Fe-III concentrat ion) were used to 
determine r at e constants for the carbinols (Figure 2) . Initial 
iron-VI concentration s , in the 10-cm. eel s used for these 
kinetic determi nations , w re on the order of 5 x lO-S M. 
For the rate of acetone r oaucti on , a calibration curve 
(Figure 9) was est abljshe (12 , 23 ) of optical density of t he 
solution of ac etone condensed with salicylaldehyde versus 
concentrati on of acetone . The acetone was sufficiently dilute so 
that the plot followed Beer ' s law; also , the curve was r eproducib e 
over three t r ials . Semi-log plots of acetone concentration at 
time= infinity , Ceo , minus the concentration at any time, Ct ' 
versus time were l inear ov r several f rrate half- lives . Th se 
acetone conc entrat ions plotted had been interpolated orf the 
standard curve (F 'gure ~) f or each aliquot of the reaction sou ion 
taken. See Figure 10 for a typicnl kinetic plot of t hi s type an 
Table 16 for datn . 
I 
Individual rate constants were deter mined by graphic mean , 
14) , slopes of the isokinotic plots (Fi r e 7 
I 
of the Ilruruneltt plot (Figure 8) , and the rates 
of acetone production (Table 16) were calculo.ted .by the method of 
least squares (32) : ,, 
F. Daniel s , J . H. Mathews , J . W. Y'ill'ams , P. Bender, and 
R. A. Alberty , Experimental Phys'co. Ch mistry , McGraw- Hi 
Book Co., ew York , 1956 , page 339 . 
LOPE = ~xy - ~x~y 
~x2 ~x)2 
~ N is the number of points ; for i sol~in tic plots , x = 6 S , 
for Hammett pl ot , x = r , y = log (k11 J; and for he r ate 
production , x = time in seconds , y = log (Cao - Ct) . 
I 
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/ 
D I S C U S S I 0 N 
The oxidation of alcohols and carbinols by potassium ferrate was 
to be first order in ferrato ion and in alkoxy ion of alcohol or 
It could not be etermined what dependency the reaction has 
but the indications were that it did enter into the 
was shown for ferrate decompositi on (5) . The overall 
written as : 
= 1 1 - ? 
rate= k (Fe0
4
) (alkoxy ion) (OH )' 
alkalinity was kept constant or a series of reactions thus 
rate = kii ( FeO~) (o.lltoxy ion) 
The stoichiometry of the reaction of propanol-2 and ferrate in 
hydroxide indicttes the followin relationship : 
PeO= + 4 CH
3
CHOHCH
3 
= 4 ( CH
3
) 2co + 02 + 4 Feo; + 4 OH- + 2 H20 
rate of acetone production was found to be qual (within experimental 
) to the. rate of ferrate disappearance (see To.ble 1 and 16), showing 
no stable ferrate-pr opanol-2 intermedio.t i s formed . This also 
forming ac tono be es senti ally compl t in 
fJO stulatin 1 o. two lectron transfer) . This 
reduce the oxioat'on stnte of iron from VI to IV (5 , 6 , 7 , R) nnd , 
SfJecies of iron-IV hns , t o nate , never been chnr ncteri7c 1 
l.ron can be assum d to be v ry r nctive . Support/ for such a state of · 
-:32-
intermediate is derived from the results of oxygen production 
be evolved as s oon as the ferrate and alcohol 
ann continu e for several half-lives after complete 
urple color. Oxygen evolution , then , is not di r ec tly 
iron-VI but to ome urutnown , r eacti ve intermecliate , here 
to be an iron-IV oxyanion clecomposin into iron-Til an other 
which then unclergoes iron-III catalyzed decompo~iti on , 
o~gen (11 ) . The se r esu ts lead t o some question of the vali ity 
wherein he measured the de composi t i on of f rrate by 
of oxygen evolut ion . \•ln.s he r a y measurin the decomposition 
it s om r eact:i vo intermedin c? It houl b nt d that 
of ferr n.te may be very much differ nt rRoM its reacti on 
If po ass ium ferrate reacts in a manner s imilar 
solution (33) , oxy en volution would in be 
M. C. R. Symon s , J . Chern . oc ., 1953 , 3056; 1 9~4 , 3676 . 
rect measure of its d compo sition. 
The ·stoichiometry of th oxidation of carbi nol s is not completo1 
' since the amount of o . gcn proiluc d has not h en m nsurecl , but an 
mole rat i o of f erratc to ltetone has b en found in 
(Table 15). The r eact ion has al s o b en shown to be f:ir s t orde r 
of the cnrbinol s (the fourth wns not ll ct er min ed ) 1 pro panol -"" 1 
Produc s of the 
ls were not determi ned; howev r , oth r data point to the 
they react in tho same pr oportion as the ·urb inol nnd 
I 
I 
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I 
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. ~The deuteri um isotope effect for 2 -deuteropropano - 2 ave 
indi c ~ti n that the rate oetermining step is t he breakin 
c-H bond on the o('-carbon) Arrhenius plots of the deuter ium 
in potassium hydroxide and water soluti ons were non-linear 
3) as were the plots of the protjum alcohol i n deuter'um oxide-
deuteroxirle solutions (Figure 3) . The Arrhenius plot for the 
~. ~ .•.. 4•ftro alcohol, however , wns linear forth so v ent rl uterium oxide-
'l'he curved Arrhenius plots might be 
any of a number of reas ons , of which two are most probabl 
mechanism ; or the reactjon does not have ali ear inver e 
dependence . \fl1ntever the precise cause of the anomalous 
is clear that the C-IT bond is bein broken in he 
The deuter ium jsotope ffect on two aryltrif)uoromethy 
which are com letely ionized , rev alec that the rat 
step for t heir oxi ation is a l s o the breakin of the C- H 
An Arrheni us plot for ~-deuterophenyltrifluoro­
cnrbinol was linear, with A.lll and AS~ f ' ttin the isoldnetic 
for the ·carbi nol s (Figure 7) . 
For "Phenyl trifluoromc Lhyl carbinol , ~/1 d i s 5 . 5 :!: 0 . 3 whi 1 
m-nitrophenyltr ' fluoromethyl carbinol , ~/ltd i s 6 . 5 :!: 0 . 7 . These 
the li mits of ex"Perimentnl error are 
'hut t here do s s .cm to be o small difrerence between them . 
/ 
' 
- 34-
ng to Swain (10, 34a) proton an hydride transfers may be 
a. c. G. Swain, R. A. 'files , and R. F . W. Bader , J . Am. Chern . Soc ., 
83, 1945 (1961) . 
b K:. B. Wiberg , Chern . Revs ., • 55 , 723 (195 5). Soc ., 76 , 3371 (1954). c. K. B. 1,[-'be r g , J . Am . Chern . 
examining the i s otope effect when different substituents 
mol ecule . ll points out that known examples 
transfer s (34b) show a sensi tivity of isotop effect to additi on 
a chan e in structure, wher eas there is little change 
a hydride tran fer ( 34a , c ) . The proton transfers (34b , pa e 723) 
0 . 8 (neutralization of 1-buty rna sium 
in neutral water- uterium oxid mix ures) to as hi h as 12 
and deuter ium exchange of (-) 2- butyl )h nyl ketone in wa r 
oxide]. Interm dia e ~/kd value s ( 34b , n~e 727) vary from 
for various oxidation reactions of compoun s with di ffering 
, in solvents th t include aqueous acid , methanol , ethano , 
wu.ter a.t pH 7, nn<l water at pll 13 . A few exampl s of 
reactions have been s tudj d (34a. , c) nnd show a range 
the ,isotope effect of only l . R (34c ) to 2 . 9 (34a). The latter example 
the br~mine ox idat'on of propnnol-2 in wnt r, while the ratio for the 
of 1-fluoropropanol-2 by bromine i s 2 . 83 . T tis is a small 
for addition of a fluori ne ntom, which is trongly elpctron 
Swnin costuln os, from th~se nta, that hy~r i de shifts are 
responsive to el ectronic changes thftn are proton shi ft s . 
Th · e l. sotope effects for the aryl tr1 fluoromethyl cnrbinol s used 
/ 
investigation, according to the Swain Criteria , indi ate n hy rid 
---'--~-~- ------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
because of their relative insensitivity to a change i n the , 
c environment . There are valid objections t o the Swain Criteria 
general mechanism or st ric charact r of a reacti on changes with 
in the case of ferrat e oxidation of carb'nols , both 
t he only var'ati on is electron density at the 
The basis for Swai n ' s conclu sions is thA.t "The electron 
proton transfer would normally occupy a nonbondin leve 
three-atom mo lecular orbita i n the transi ti on state , but , becaus e 
-35-
di stances invo ved i n bonds to hydro en , there will b consid-
repulsion between the orbitals of R (the roup bonded to he 
attacking nucl ophile) , re sultin in some anti-
character being conf rr don the orbi al ." (35) . The s e repulsions 
the transition state fo~ a proton trnn sf r to be more ionic and mo r 
transi tion s n.te of the hydride trA.ns f r, thu maki n 
reaction more suscep ible to electr onic change . It has been su es ed 
the hydride trans f r i s o. compact transi i on state, since the at n.cki n 
le usuo.lly has n low Pn rgy , unfi.l eel orbitnl avnilnhle for 
llecan se of the greater polarizability 11nd · onic cho.r ct.er of the 
state , therP s hould be o. s i gnH'icont s ttlt e ff pct fo r n 
transf er, wh reas th re should be ] i ttl change in rnte for th 
The latter is found to be the case (Table 0) . for the 
I 
Oxiclation of phenyl tri fluoromethyl en rbinol; the r ate in 0 . 5 
..____~- - ----------------__ _1 
-1 hydroxide and 3.5 ~ potassium fluoride is 0.776 liters mole 
and in 0.5 ~potassium hydroxide and 4 .5 M potas s ium fluoride 
-1 -1 
mole sec ond This is a very small chan e in rate 
25~ change in salt concentration, and onc e again points toward a 
The experim•ntal precision in the latter s olv .nt 
8 much greater stability of the ferrate ion in the more 
ted solution than in the former, which was th solvent us e fo r 
Th"s eff ect i s apparen .y due to complexin of 
iron species by the fluoride ·on, which bear a str ik "ng 
the hydrox"de ion in phy ical properties. The ent rop" es 
A 0 0 ions,~ S at 298 . 1 K, are (36) : Oil- , - 2.49 ; F-, - 2 . 3 . 
W. M. Latimer, V. S. Pitzer , and W. V. Smi th , J . Am. Ch m. oc ., 
~' 1829 (1938). 
salting out factor of s odium fluoride and sodium hy ro ide ar 
respectively ~ 37) . 
Y. P. McDevit and F. A. Lon , ibid ., 74 , 1773 (1952 ). 
a. 
b. 
The conc en r n ·jon of po n.s s ium hyclroxid wns 11ri d from 8 ~1 
molar ps f'o r the oxination of' propanol-2 (Tn.ble 17). 
to correlate th~r5e clo:t n. us i ng known meo sur s of n.sicit ( 3R ) 
G. Yap;i l and 1. Anbar , J . Am . Chern . Soc ., 85 , 2376 (19~1) . 
~· .Anbar, t-1 . Bobtel slc;y , D . Samuel , B . Silv-;, and G. Ya il , 
l_hld., page 2380 
-36-
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' 
idea of the base dependency of the reaction . Plots of the 
in (38b) show a de ree of lin arity with the slope equal to 
in (38a), "Nevertheless , the conclusions 
should not be regarded as final until better experimental 
are available . " All the raphs pr sented in these two 
close to unity , leaving th question of how a slope 
r eted . There are two important difficulties to 
of t he re sults of propanol-2 ox idation in concentrated 
the ionization constant of propano l - 2 in 8 M base 
it known for any solution of concentrated alkali; 
data for activity coefficients of concentrate ba e 
( ) 8 ' 39) • 
G. Schwar zenbach an rr . Sulzber er , Helv . Chim . Act . , 27, 348 
(1948). 
-37-
R. A. Robinson an R. H. Stokes , Trans . Far . oc . , i2_, 612 ( 94 ) • 
A comparison of t he activation para.m ters and isotope effects 
oxidati ons (Tabl e 14 ) with those of other postula ed hyclride 
(Table 14a) shows a sLdl{in similarity . (It is also of interest 
that ther e i s a J i}<elihoo of JC ion exi s ting in concentrated 
Fluornoy and \Vilmarth present ome excell nt data 
and W. K. '''ilmarth , J . Am . Ch m. Soc ., ~. 22'i7 
base- catalyzed exchange between wnt r and dissolved molPculRr 
·,· 
r~ 
I 
I 
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leaving litt e doubt that hydride ions can and do exist in 
The informat i on, as presented thus far , is consistent with a 
mechanism, but examination of the rate data in Tables 7-10 revea s 
m-nitrophenyltrifluoromethyl carbinol reacts fa stest of all carb)no s 
p-methylphcnyltrifluoromethyl carbinol reacts s owest . Since a 
r quire removal of I(, a proton plu two electrons, the 
carbinol would be expecte to react slowest becaus e of the electron 
ng properties of the nitro group , an the p-methyl carbinol 
expected to react fastPst because of its electron donat)ng 
These data produce a Hammett trf plot (Figure 8) with a 
of 0.12. "A h dride expulsion shou he favored by 
ng groups and should re ult in a lar c negative Hammett 
(10, pa e 65). Th rho value for hydride addition to 
fluorenone s (41) has b en given as + 2.65 . Therefore, it 
G. Smith and R. P. Boy r, Te rahedron , ~, J2J (1962) - - - -
reference 27 in Stewart (JO), png 65 . 
be expected that hydride expulsion woul J ead to a rho value of the 
oppo sit in sign . Before the mot rinl just pr s ent d is 
be at vnr) nnce with th postulnt d hydrid tran s fer for 
the ef ect or h xporimentnl t mp rature mu s t 
Richie and Sager (42) s tate that "Caution - - - ( is) 
/ 
. ·' 
Progress i~ Physica Organic ChemistEY, :ol. 2, S. G. ?ohen , 
A. Streitw:teser, Jr., and R. \V. Taft , ed1tors , I ntersc1ence 
Publishers , N w York , 1964 , page 354 . 
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tho interpr tatlon of rho values ns criteria of m chrn1isms , si nce 
sign of(' would depend on the exp rimental tempcrnture relative 
isokinetic temperature . " The isokinetic temperatu o, (3 , is given 
slope of the line re sulting from a plot of ~ u1 v r sus ~ S 4 for 
es of variously substituted reactants , in this case a series of 
and meta substituted phenyltrifluoromethy carbinol (43) . This ( !3 ) 
The isoldnetic temperat ure wil be r ferred o as ~ and the 
experimental tern ure as T; both ar in degrees Kelvin . 
be the temper~ture at which the rates of reaction of all the 
above 
signs 
be equal . As the exp rimental tem~era ure 
(1 , the ; value (of a Hammett rf plot) will 
asf is pass d (38 , pages 353-354) (44) . It 
J. F.. Leffler and E. Grummld , HatPs nnd F.<Jui libria of Orgnni c 
.Reactions, John \vil y and Sons .~,Nw Yor\{ , l %3-,-po .s 74-387 . 
(38 , pn1 s 35 6-365) that , in g noral 1 simultan ou s ly 
isokinetic plots and Hu.nunett plot occur only infr CJU ntly, and 
of those that do occur cu.n he dismissed a s fortuitou s for one 
another. However, there u.re those that cannot be explained 
/ 
I 
I 
·I 
•... J 
I 
·1 
.. I 
I 
--~~~-- --------------------------
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(45 ); Leffler and Grunwald (44) also list several cases that would be 
a. R. Cross and P. Fugassi , J . Am . Chern . Soc ., 71, 223 (1949). 
b. A. I. Biggs, J . Chern . Soc ., 1961 , 2572 . 
,I 
explain without the aid of both the isokinetic and Hammett 
main ob jection to simultaneously linP.a.r !Ia.mmett and 
c plots lies in the rela.tionship betw en the two functions. 
plots are to be linear, hen /' must be proportional to the 
T 
ty (1 -p) as shown below (42) : 
For Hammett, 
/f). F:t = /A Hwt - 'f[A s• = -2 . 3 RT r'/' 
For isokin tic 
J.4 nt ·- {Vll s ~ 
Substituting (2) into (l ) 
//lP. = /ll.n• T/~ H t -2.3 RT C7J' = (3 
-2 . 3RT fr(' =/A lit (1-:J 
(J 
Instead of th -deriv ed proportjonality , it has been shown 
(1) 
(2) 
(J) 
( 4) 
f i s invers l y proportionn1 to the a.h solute tPmpernture 
a. 
b. 
cn.s s (46) ' bnt in mo s L or the se f i s VPry clo e to 
P.R. Wells, Ch m. Revs ., 63, 171 (1963 ) . 
R. W. 'raft, Jr ., and I. C.Lewj s , J. Am. Chern. Soc . ~ ~n 
534 3 (1959) . 
-....----~--- -- ---- -----
he 
t emperature . This proximity of temperatures often causes a 
on the isokinetic plot , poss j bly because 6 c* is not constant p 
experimental temp~rature range (47) . It al s o appears that the 
J. w. Cobble , ibid . , R6, 5394 (1964) . 
e relati onship of f with Tis not in conflict with rho's 
onalit y to the quantitr given i n equati on 4, since equation 4 can 
equat·on 6: 
a-f == - /~ H· 1 (1 - ~ ) R T (3 (5) 
crf= K 1 ( T - 1) 
T {J 
a constant includ·n /A H+and 2 . 3Il . 
(6) 
-41-
When p and T are quite close then the quantity (~- 1) can chan e 
negative t o positive with only a small change in either T or (1 ; this 
same a s saying that ~ is proportional to ~ l that is, experimen al 
T 
in determining {J or a small change in T (as for an Arrhenius plot) 
change the slope of th lllliTll'lott plot , j ust as Richie and Sag r have 
+ Exrunpl s of the proportionality to -.!. cn.n be found in '{ells , 
T 
\·lh n (3">>T, th n f woul <l be proportional to - ~ nncl 
much with a mall chnnge i.n T; whcn {J<< T, woul be 
1 T and wou] d chnnge only s lowly wi.th smal l ch. n p .c; in T. 
latter c d't· 11 . on 1 l.on , ,-<< T, " P lJ es ror tho cns c 0 r f crrn.te oxi dnti on of 
and alcohol s , whcre (3 i. s 218° K for cnrbinol s nn 0 263 · K for th<' 
An examina i.on or tho rlntn r eveal ct t hnt f docs in cr nse c:: low1y 
~~~------ ----------
small t emperature changes and approaches 1 . 0 at the upper temperature 
used in the s e investigations . For the particul ar example of the 
thi s behavior is pr edicted by equation 6 by i ntroducjn, 
yalues f or (3 and T: 
rrf = 1 ( 308 -1) (6) K-T 218 
I 
rrf= 1 (0 . 41 ) (7) + KT 
ly, /' was f ound t o have a positive value of 0.72, just as is 
7. The s lowness of the increase of(' with T, can 
the powerful electron withdrawing effect of the 
so large as to impart an insensitivity to the electronic effect 
The Hammett fr/' r elationship is derived from the relo.tive 
t t i · d' at 25°, of meta d cons an s , n aqueous me 1a an para 
tuted benzoic acids ; this defines a line ~irK rho ~ / . D. 
expulsion mechanisms, such o.s the ionization of substituted 
8 (48),. where (' = 2 . 889 o.nd f = 4T, gjve positive valu s of rho 
A. I. Biggs , J . Ch ern ., 1961 , 2572 . 
If the isoldn e ic r ln.iion sld pis true , then o. proLon rn~chnnism , 
-42-
\ 
should sl1ow o. nego.t ive rho valu e . (Thi s cnnnot bl' tC' ste for the 
ani lin s , ince {3 is well above the perimcntn.l tPmpern:turi'S 
By the sarne rcn.soning , n. hydrjde n.bstrnction 
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have a ar ge negative r ho when r ') T, but should have a 
The latter is the situati on for the ferrate 
No example has been found in the literature of a 
r eaction with a wel -define ~ greater than the reaction 
Peters en (49 ) states that many isokinet ic plots are just 
R. C. Petersen , J . Org . Chern ., 29 , 3133 (1964) . 
He di scusses t'w sets of hypothetical data and shows that a 
A lit - A '* plot can be obtaine even when no true i akineti c 
Onl';hip exi sts . As he states , "In no case can the linear An• - l:J,. s'* 
it e to be an adoqua demons ration of the existence 
r elatjonship . " This is true , but in the case under 
on, a linear Hammett 'P] ot also exis s. This fact , i n th e li ht 
di s cussion , puts the apparent isokinetic plot on much 
It is al so poss'ble to ge t a line r isokin tic plot due to 
experim ntal error (50) , but if that were true for the 
J . Mnrltr,rn.f , nnd S . Ross , J . Am . Chom . Soc., §2_, 3819 
e under consid r ation 
' 
i L woultl have to be consj deretl extr mo ly 
I 
tous to bt . . 0 n1n a hncar llanuuctt plot with the srune dntn . 'I'he l nr est 
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t.H+ is + 0.8 kca l / mole (51) , assuming a 5% error i n the 
" 
K. H. Wiberg , Physical Organic Chemistry , John Wiley and Sons , Inc ., 
New Yorl{, 1964 , page 378 . 
vidual rate constants (the error was usually nearer~.) . Tho total 
of A.H.. i s 4 kcal/mole for the reaction series , which is 2 2 times 
(as defined by 'Viberg) . The values of' the 
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of activati on show a range of 19 entropy units . This is four imes 
+ than the limits of error (51) , - 4 entropy units . 
It appears unlikely that the isokinetic plot is due to either 
or exper' mental error . 
A large amount of corroborative evidence has been pre ente in 
hy ri e transfer mechanism for the previously unexplore area 
alcohol oxidat'o~ by potassium ferrato . It has also been 
that the isokinetic relationship an Hammett trf plot ho.ve a 
than prevjously discussed . Tho hydride 
validity of this isokinotic relationship , and 
upon the ' inforence that a ne ative ion mechanism shoul have a positive 
Value when p i s much ess than T. 
The exper jmental do.tn, usj ng the interpreto.tion iv n in th 
discussi on, inoicat the most likely mechanism to be the 
/ 
. - . ~ _ ... 
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(1) 
* 
K ~ [ 0-~-H---O~e-0 ] 
', R 0 
(2) 
R 
0 = C + Fe-IV oxyanion (3) .... 
R 
Fe-IV oxyanion ~ Fc-III + Peroxides (4) 
I 
25 . 1 
25 . 1 
25 . 1 
25 . 1 
25. 1 
25 . 1 
25 . 1 
31. 8 
31. 8 
31 . 8 
31. 8 
38. 5 
38. 5 
38 . 5 
45. 2 
45.2 
45. 2 
45.2 
25.1 
25 . 1 
25 . 1 
25.1 
25 . 1 
25 . 1 
25.1 
25 . 1 
25.1 
25.1 
25 .1 
25 . 1 
25 .1 
ss 
T A B L E 1 
Kinetic determinat ons with 
pr opanol -2 in 8 ~ KOH 
0 . 22 
0 . 18 
0 . 20 
0 . 20 
0 . 17 
0.21 
0 . 15 
0 . 18 
0 . 17 
0 . 15 
0 . 13 
0 . 18 
0 . 24 
0 . 25 
0 . 43 
0 . 26 
0 . 33 
0 . 61 
0 . 14 
0 . 15 
0 . 15 
0 . 15 
0 . 15 
0 . 15 
0 . 11 
0 . 12 
0 . 13 
0 . 13 
0.13 
0 . 13 
0 . 13 
2 . 91 
2 . 65 
2 . 94 
2 . 89 
3 . 35' 
3 . 42 
2 . 79 
3 . 91 
4 . 22 
3 . 98 
4 . 15 
5 . 74 
5 . 35 
5 . 76 
7 . 69 
8 . 23 
8 . 14 
7. 67 
2 . 84 
3 . 37 
5 . 71 
5 . 90 
5 . 82 
3 . 21 
3 . 24 
5 . 35 
6 .01 
6 .16 
8 . 44 
8 . 27 
12 . 8 
2 . 68 
2 .47 
2 . 74 
2 . 69 
) . 18 
3 . 21 
2 . 64 
3 . 73 
4 . 05 
3 . 83 
4 . 03 
5 . 56 
5 . 11 
5 . 51 
7 . 26 
7 . 97 
7. 81 
7 .06 
2 . 70 
3 . 22 
5 . 56 
5 .75 
5 . 67 
3 . 06 
3 .13 
5 . 23 
5 . 88 
6 . 03 
8 . 31 
8 .14 
12 .7 
(alcohol) 
X 102 
1 . 91 
1 . 9-
1 . 91 
1 . 91 
2 . 18 
2.1 8 
1 . 91 
1 . 91 
1 . 91 
1 . 91 
1 . 91 
1 . 91 
1 . 91 
1 . 91 
1 . 91 
1 . 91 
1 . 91 
1 . 91 
2 . 23 
2 . 23 
4 . 46 
4 . 46 
4 . 46 
2 . 23 
2 . 23 
4 . l~6 
4.46 
4 . 46 
5 . 95 
5 . 95 
8 . 92 
T~mperature correc t on a ppl i ed , sec tabl e la . 
0.140 
0 . 129 
0 . 144 
O. lh. 
0 . 146 
0.147 
0 . 138 
0 . 195 
0.212 
0 . 200 
0 . 21 
o. 91 
0 . 268 
0. 289 
0 . 381 
0 . 416 
0.409 
0 . 370 
0 . 1 21 
0 . 144 
0 . 125 
0 . 129 
0 . 127 
0 . 137 
0 . 140 
0 . 117 
0 . 131 
0 . 135 
0 . 140 
0 . 137 
0 . 142 
kFeo4 = r ate of disappearance of f rrate in KOH a lone 
kobs = pseudo-first ord r 
re ~ ti uc on with propano l -2 
kr : kobs 
- kFe04 
rat con s t ant f or ferrat e 
krr : second order r u t e cons t ant = kr x 1 
( a l e ho1) 
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T A B L E 1a 
Temperature Corrections 
t mpernture temperature tcmperntur 
from of from r. ·. . ·:·  -~* 
I 
I 
15.5 15 .7 31 . 5 31.3 
16.0 16 . 2 32 .0 31 . 8 
16.5 16 .7 32 . 5 32 . 3 
17.0 17.2 33 .0 32 .7 
17.5 17 . 6 33 . 5 33 .1 
18.0 18 . 1 34 .0 33 . 6 
18.5 18.6 34 . 5 34.1 
19.0 19 . 1 35 .0 34 . 6 
19.5 19 . 6 35 . 5 35 . 1 
20.0 20 . 1 36 .0 35 . 6 
20.5 20 . 6 36 . 5 36.0 
21.0 21.1 37 .0 36 . 5 
21.5 21.6 37 . 5 37 .0 
22.0 22.1 38 o0 37 . 5 
22.5 22 . 6 38 . 5 38 . 0 
23.0 23 .1 39 . 0 38 . 5 
23.5 23 . 6 39 . 5 39 .0 
24.0 24 .1 40 .0 39.5 24.5 24 .6. 40.5 40 . 0 
25.0 25 . 1 41 .0 40 . 5 
25.5 25 .6 41 .5 40 . 9 26.0 26 .0 42 .0 41 . 4 26.5 26 . 5 42 . 5 41.9 27.0 27 .0 43 .0 42 . 4 27.5 27 . 5 43 . 5 42 . 9 28.0 28 .0 44 . 0 43 . 3 28.5 28 . 5 44 . 5 43. 8 29.0 28 . 9 45 .0 41~ . 3 29.5 29 .4 45.5 44. 8 30.0 29 .9 46 . 0 45 . 2 30.5 30 . 1+ 46 . 5 45 .7 31.0 30 . 9 47.0 46.1 
-~~ T Ha k emperature of ma ch lne g iven 
a e circulator . 
by water circula t ed with a 
iH~ p t copper-const ntan thermo-cou 1 ° ential of a t en junction uaepo~ ~as read and inte r pola ted to deere cs centi gr ade by 
lat onal Bureau of St andar d ' s Circular 561 
T A B L E 2 
Kinetic det erminations with 
prqpanol-2 in 7 . 49 ~ KOD and D20 
lcFeo'4 kobs x (alcohol) 
X 102 103 103 
25.1 0 . 19 4 . 33 4 .14 2 . 38 
25.1 0 . 33 4 . 67 4 . 34 2 . 38 
25 . 1 0 . 16 4.66 4.50 2 . 38 
31.8 0 . 18 5 . 78 5 . 60 2 . 38 
31. 8 0 . 18 5 . 96 5 . 78 2 . 38 
31. 8 0 . 21 5 . 50 5 . 29 2 . 38 
38. 5 0 . 32 9 . 58 9 . 26 2 . 38 
38.5 0 . 33 9 . 17 8 . 84 2 . 38 
38. 5 0 . 28 8 . 70 8 . 42 2 . 38 
45. 2 0 . 27 10 . 3 10 .0 2 . 38 
45.2 1 . 09 11 . 3 10 . 2 2 . 38 
45. 2 1 . 93 11 . 6 9 . 69 2 . 38 
25 . 1 0 . 14 3 . 06 2 . 92 2 . 38 
kii 
o. 74 
0 . 182 
0 . 188 
0 . 235 
0 . 242 
0 . 222 
0 . 389 
0 . 371 
0 . 353 
0 . 421 
0 . 426 
0. 406 
0 . 122 
after kinet i c s olution had be n hea ted to 45 . 2° . 
see t able 1 
T A B L E 3 
Kineti c determinations with 
2-deuteropropanol - 2 in 7 . 71 ~ KOD and D20 
t 0 c kFeo4 x (alcohol ) (1) 3 X 102 
25 . 1 0 . 10 1 . 40 1 . 30 2 .10 
25 . 1 0 . 14 1 . 30 1 . 16 2 . 10 
25.1 o . o8 1 . 35 1 . 27 0 . 10 
31 . 8 0 . 17 1 . 55 1 . 38 2 . 10 
31 . 8 0 . 21 1 . 63 1 . 42 2 . 10 
31 . 8 0 . 19 1 . 62 1 . 43 2 . 10 
38 . 5 0 . 18 1 . 94 1 . 76 2 . 10 
38 . 5 O. lG 1 . 97 1 . 81 2 . 10 
38 . 5 0 . 22 2 . 14 1 . 92 2 . 10 
45 . 2 0 . 32 2 . 40 2 . 08 2 . 10 
45 . 2 0 . 32 2 . 68 2 . 36 2 . 10 45 . 2 0 . 30 2 . 48 2 . 18 2 . 10 25 . 1 0 . 17 1 . 27 1 . 10 2 . 10 
krr 
0 . 0619 
0 . 0552 
0 . 0605 
0 . 0656 
0 .0676 
0 . 0672 
0 . 0838 
o . o n62 
0 . 0915 
0 .0991 
I 0 . 12 I 
0 . 104 
0 . 0524 
ar t er kinetic solut ion h· d been hea t ed to 45 . 2o . 
sec t ub1c 1 
I •, -_. 
,. 
. ~t"'-M1,., 
'. , 
r 
.•; .. 
\ 
T A B L E 4 
Kinetic determinations with 
2-deuteropropanol-2 in 8 M KOH 
t 0 c 
(1) 
25. 1 0 . 16 0 . 78 0 . 62 
31.8 0 . 21 1 . 70 1 . 49 
31.8 0 . 21 1 . 57 1 . 36 
38.5 0 . 39 2 . 76 2 . 37 
38. 5 0 . 39 2 . 51 2 . 12 
44.5 0 . 43 4 . 50 4 . 07 
44.5 0 . 43 4 . 17 3 . 74 
44.5 0 . 43 4 . 55 4 . 12 
25.1 0 . 15 1 . 03 0 . 88 
25 .1 0 . 15 1 . 10 0 . 95 
25 . 1 0 . 15 1 . 36 1 . 21 
25.1 0 . 15 1 . 40 1 . 25 
kh/kd = 9 . 6 
( a lcohol) 
X 102 krr 
4 . 16 0 . 0149 
8 . 32 0 . 0179 
8 . 32 0 . 0164 
8 . 32 0 . 0285 
8 . 32 0 . 0255 
8 . 32 0 . 0489 
8 . 32 0 . 0449 
8 . 32 0 . 0496 
8 . 32 0 . 0106 
8 . 32 0 .0115 
8 . 32 0 . 0145 
8 . 32 0 . 0150 
*The kinetic soluti on fo r run s VI-217 and VI-218 had been 
the same l ength of t me and to the sa me t emperatures a 
kinetic solut on for runs VI- 200 to VI-216. The 
1c0aolut1on for runs VI - 219 and VI - 220 was t hermostated 
.0 until used ; the a lcohol was in eluti on for the s me 
of time as for the other runs . 
see t able 1 
/ 
.. 
f.. 
' , .. 
... .. 
. ·.·,··· 
T A B L E 5 
Kinetic determinations with 
1,1, 1- trifluoropropano -2 in 8 M KOH 
J 
t 0 e kFeO X kr x ( a1coh~1) (1) 103 103 ( 4 ) X 10 
25 . 1 0 . 14 4 . 88 4 .74 2 . 39 
25 . 1 0 . 17 4 . 79 4 . 62 2 . 39 
25 . 1 0 . 14 2 . 34 2 . 20 1 . 02 
25. 1 0 . 13 2 . 27 2 . 14 1 . 02 
25 . 1 0 . 20 7 . 76 7 . 56 3 . 58 
25 . 1 0 . 20 8 . 06 7 . 86 3 . 58 
18 . 1 0 . 07 5 . 16 5 . 09 3 . 58 
18 . 1 0 . 10 5 . 13 5 . 03 3 . 58 
18 . 1 0 . 11 5 . 00 4 . 89 3 . 58 
25 .1 0 . 18 4 . 18 4 . 00 1 . 65 
25 . 1 0 . 11 J~ . 11 4 . 00 1 . 65 
39 . 9 0 . 43 6 . 80 6 . 37 1 . 24 
15 . 7 0 . 08 2 . 28 2 . 20 1 .78 
15 . 7 0 . 06 3 . 11 3 . 05 2 . 66 
15 . 7 0 .07 3 . 20 3 . 13 2 . 66 
30 .0 0 . 29 5 . 86 5 . 57 1 .78 
see t able 1 
T A B L E 6 
Kine t ic det erm nations with 
1,1,1,3, 3 , 3-hexafluoropropanol-2 in 8 M KOH 
t 0 e kF~O:. ( alcoh~1 ) {1) 10 X 10 
25. 1 0 . 12 4 . 59 4 . 47 2 . 00 
25 . 1 0 . 15 4 . 58 4 . 43 2 . 00 
25 . 1 0 . 09 4 . 40 4 . 31 2 . 00 
31.8 0 . 15 6 . 45 6 . 30 2 . 00 
31. 8 0 . 18 6 . 09 5 . 91 2 . 00 
31. 8 0 . 17 6 . 80 G. 72 2 . 00 
39 . 9 0 . 2G 10 . 9 10 . 6 2 . 00 
39 . 9 0 . 51 11 . 2 10 . 7 2 . 00 
39 . 9 0 . 30 11 . 2 10 . 9 2 .00 25 . 1 o . 31 4. 38 4 .07 2 . 00 21 . 3 0 . 17 3 . 48 3 . 31 2 . 00 21 . 3 0 . 12 3 . 53 3 . 41 2 . 00 21 . 3 0 . 10 3 . 62 3 . 52 2 .00 
see t uble 1 
kii ·.·," 
( ~) 
0 . 198 .. 
. 0 . 193 I o• t 
0 . 216 
0 . 210 
0 . 211 
0 . 220 
0 . 142 
0 . 140 
0 . 136 
0 . 242 
0 . 242 
0 . 514 
0 . 124 
0 . 115 
0 . 1 8 
0 . 313 
krr 
0 . 2°4 
0.223 
o . ~ 6 
o . ::n5 
0 . 296 
0 . 336 
0 . 532 
0 . 536 
0 . 51~4 
I 0 . 302 I 
0 . 165 
0 . 170 
0 . 176 
. TA B LE : 7 
Kinetic det erminations with 
m-nitrophenyltrifluoromethyl carbinol 
in 0 . 5 ~ KOH and 3 . 5 M KF 
t 0 c . (alcoh3l) ( 1) X 10 
25 .1 25 . 4 10 .00 
25 .1 23 . 0 10 . 00 
25 .1 8 . 18 3 . 52 
25 . 1· 8 . 45 3 . 52 
25 .1 9 . 50 3 . 52 
15 .7 3 .77 3 . 62 
15 .7 3. 96 3 . 62 
15 .7 4 . 28 3 . 62 
20 .1 5 . 11 3 . 31 
20 .1 5 . 40 3 . 31 
20 .1 5 . 09 3 . 31 
31 . 9 11 . 9 3 . 06 
31 . 9 10 . 2 3 . 06 
31 .9 11 . 9 3 . 06 
kii 
2. 54 
2 . 30 
2. 32 
2. 40 
2. 70 
1 .04 
. 1 .09 
1 .18 
1 . 55 
1 .63 
1 . 54 
3. 90 
3. 34 
3 . 88 
Corrected • va:l!ue · of ··the .t emper a ture_., 
Pseudo-f irst-order .r a te constant for the reaction of 
potassium ferrate with the carbinol in question . 
Second or der r a te con tant kobs x 1 
(al cohol ) 
/ 
.SJ 
·. 
•',' •• 
T A B L E 8 
Kinetic determinations with 
m-bromophenyltrifluoromethyl carbinol ~:-...M in 0 . 5 ~ KOH and 3. 5 ~ KF 
r 
•',' • 
t 0c k038 X (al coh31 ) krr ( 1) 10 X 10 
25 .1 6 . 70 5 . 04 1 . 33 
25 25 .1 7 . 05 5 . 04 1 . 40 
26 25 .1 8 . 09 5 . 04 1 . 61 
27 25 .1 6 . 18 5 . 04 1 . 23 
28 25 .1 8 . 01 5 . 04 1 . 59 
29 25 .1 7 . 87 5 . 04 1 . 56 
30 25 .1 2 . 59 2 . 07 1 . 25 
31 25 .1 2 . 68 2 . 07 1 . 29 
32· 25 .1 . 3 . 19 2 . 07 1 . 54 
33 15 .7 1 . 78 2 . 98 0 . 597 
34 15 .7 1 . 83 2 . 98 0 . 614 
41 20 .1 2 . 83 2 . 98 0 . 948 
42 20 .1 2 . 40 2 . 98 0 . 805 
1 15 .7 3 . 12 4 . 23 0 . 739 2 15 .7 3 . 14 4 . 23 0 . 743 
15 .7 3 . 72 4 . 23 o.B8o 
30 .3 5 . 43 2 . 92 1 . 86 
30 .3 6 . 95 2 . 92 2 . 38 
30 .3 7 . 02 2 . 92 2 . 40 
s s ee table 7 
/ 
T A B L E 9 
Kinetic determinations with 
phenyltrifluoromethyl ca rbi nol 
in 0 . 5 ~ KOH and 3 . 5 M KF 
t 0 c (al cohol ) 
( 1 ) X 102 
25 . 1 8 . 42 1 . 13 
25 . 1 9 . 16 1 . 13 
30 . 1 11 . 1 1 . 13 
30 . 1 13.0 .13 
34 . 7 14.4 1 . 13 
34 . 7 19 . 2 1.13 
25 . 1 15 . 0 2 . 00 
25 . 1 14 . 6 2 . 00 
25.1 16 . 2 2 . 00 
Kine tic det er minations with 
phenyltrifluoromethyl carbinol 
in 0 . 5 M KOH and 4 . 5 ~ KF 
25 . 1 
25.1 
25 . 1 
18 . 4 
18 . 6 
18 .6 
2 . 35 
2 . 35 
2 . 35 
Kinetic determinations with 
phenyltrifluoromethyl ca rbinol 
in 1 . 0 ~ KOH and 3 . 0 ~ KF 
25 . 1 
25 . 1 
25 . 1 
see table 7 
9 . 20 
9 . 99 
11 . 0 
1.52 
1.52 
1 . 52 
0 . 745 
0 . 811 
0 . 982 
1.15 
1 . 27 
1 . 70 
o . 7 50 
0 . 729 
0. 810 
0 . 785 
0 . 790 
0 . 790 
0 . 605 
0 . 6 6 
0 . 721 
/ 
.. 
I 
T A B L E 10 
Kinetic determinations with 
p-methylpheny1tr f1u oromethyl ca rbinol 
1n 0. 5 ~ KOH and 3 . 5 ~ KF 
t c ( a1c oh~1) 
( 1) X 10 
20 .4 4 . 60 1 . 18 
20 . 4 4 . 63 1 . 18 
25 .1 5 . 99 1 . 18 
25 . 1 6 . 14 1 . 18 
30 .0 8 . 58 1 . 18 
30 . 0 8 . 69 1 . 18 
34 . 7 11 . 6 1 . 18 
34 .7 10 . 9 1 . 18 
'. 
' ~.. . 
kr:t 
0 . 391 
0. 394 
0 . 509 
0 . 521 
0 . 730 
0 . 739 
0. 987 
0 . 928 
/ 
T A B L E 11 
Kinetic determinations with 
O(~d euterophenyltrifluoromethyl carbinol 
in 0.5 ~ KOH and 3 . 5 M KF 
t c koss x ( a1coh~l ) k ( 1) 10 X 10 
25 . 11. 3 . 09 1 . 98 0 . 156 
25 .1 2 . 66 1 . 98 0.134 
-151 25 .1 2 . 78 1 . 98 0 . 140 
2 25 .1 2 . 60 1 . 74 0 . 149 
-153 25 .1 2 . 54 1 . 74 0.146 
-154 25 .1 2 . 50 1 . 74 0 . 144 
-192 16 . 5 1 . 26 1 . 64 0 .0769 
I-193 16 . 5 1 . 45 1 . 64 0 . 0885 
-194 16 . 5 1 . 45 1 . 64 0 . 0885 
-195 30 . 8 2 . 93 1 . 64 0 . 179 
196 30 . 8 2 . 98 1 . 64 0 . 182 
-197 30 . 8 3 . 37 1 . 64 0.205 
198 37 .0 7 . 84 1 . 64 0 . 476 
199 37 . 0 7 . 71 . 64 0 . 470 
at 25 .l 0 ' kh/ kd.:: 5 . 5 
for both t able 11 and tabl e 12 see t abl e 7 
T A B L E 12 
Kinetic deter m nations w th 
C(-deutero-m- n1tropheny tr1f uoromethy1 carb no1 
in 0 . 5 M KOH and 3 . 5 M KF 
t 0c (a1coho 
(1) X 103 
25 . 1 1 . 36 4 . 46 
25 . 1 1 . 45 Li · '•6 
25 . 1 1 . 83 4 . 46 
25 . 1 2 .o . 5 . 21 
25 . 1 1 . 95 5 . 21 
25 . 1 2 . 3° 5 . 21 
ut 25 . 10, {h/kd • 6 . 5 
krr 
0 . ?04 
o. 3. 5 
o. Lno 
0 ~ ·~ ~-• _., ::> 
0 . :_,7 L• 
0 . 444 
• 
'. 
•',' •• 
trifluoro-
carbinol 
trophenyl-
uoromethyl 
carbinol 
T A B L E 13 
Determination of order 
in al cnhol 
conc entr~tion ki or kobs 
X 10 103 ( 1) X 
1 . 91 2 . 64 
2 . 18 3 . 19 
2 . 23 3 . 03 
2 . 98 3 . 95 
, . 46 5 o61 
5 . 95 8 . 23 
8 . 93 12 .7 
0 . 99 2 1 . 40 
r 
. 39 4 . 68 
1 . 02 2 . 17 
3 . 58 7 .71 
1 . 65 4 . 00 
2 . 00 15 . 3 
1 . 13 8 . 79 
0 . 207 2 . 82 
0 . 504 7 . 32 
1 . 00 24 . 2 
0 . 352 8 .71 
order in 
alcohol 
( ~ } 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
(1) ki for propanol - 2 
fo~ a 1 ca rb nols . 
and 1 , 1 ,1-trifluoropropano1-2 and 
(2) See fi gure 6 
/ 
... •','·• 
T A B L E 14 
Ac t vation Parameters 
(3) 
' 
T A B L E 14a 
Other anion oxida tions 
oxidant 
Mno= 4 
Mno-4 
Mno= 4 
(OH-) 
0.001 12 . 4 
0 . 1 9 . 1 
12 
C>. 
-18.4 10 . 1 
-24 . 3 16.1 
- 14 7 . 0 
Stewart and M. M. Mocek , Can. J . Chem ., 41 , 1160(1963 ) 
and R. van der Linden , Di s c . Far. Soc., 29 , 
• Halpern and s . M. Taylor, ibid ., £2 , 174(1960) 
/ 
SB 
-"M'~~a, 
'i 
,.. ' ..... 
T A B L E 15 
Isolation of products 
moles K2Feo4 mol es k~to~e mole r at io 
added x 103 f ound x 0 KfFe04 
( 1) ( 2) to a coho 
0 . 232 0 . 372 0 . 250 (3) 0.9 3 
0 . 262 0 . 450 ----- 1.04 
0.996 4 .74 ----- 1.15 
0.33 2 1 . 26 ----- 1 . 05 
1-2 0 . 041 3 ----- 0 .0389 l.OG 
0 . 0440 
-----
0.0416 1 . 06 
0 . 0442 
-----
0 . 0 465 0 . 95 
for 85 .7% pota ss ium ferrate . 
Products analy zed by gas-liquid chromatograph for all 
carbinols exc ept t he m- nitro 
Isolat ed in a wei ghed f lask after chroma tographing a dry 
ether solution of the products on Woelm activ ty V 
alumina u sing ether as the eluent . 
reference 12 
T A B L E 16 
Rate of ace Lqne pr oduct on 
in 8 M KOH 
~~~----~----------------------------------------kobs x 103 ( alcohol ) 
25 . 1 
25 . 1 
25 . 1 
(1) X 10 
3 . 32 
3 . 22 
: . 75 
2 . 18 
2 . 18 
2 . 18 
k 
0 . 52 
0 . 111-8 
0 . 172 
~obs ~ pseudo -firs t or der rate constan t for product on of 
... cot one k • 
II kobs x 1 
( al col o1 ) 
• 
)o • \'· •! 
T A B L E 17 
Effect of KOH concentrat i on on t he 
potassium ferrate oxidat ion of 
propanol - 2 at 25 . 1° (1) 
(oH-) ( a.lcoh~l ) 
X 10 
7 M 0 . 24 2 . 13 1 . 89 2 . 11 
7 1 0 . 25 2 . 34 2 . 09 2 . 11 
7 M 0 . 33 2 . 62 2 . 29 2 . 11 
6 M 0 . 20 1 . 71 1 . 51 2 . 13 
6 - 0 . 24 1 . 75 1 . 51 2 . 13 
6 ~ 0 . 19 1 . 74 1 . 55 2 .13 
5 ::f 0 . 41 1 . 45 1 . 04 1 . 91 
5 1 0 . 34 1 . 44 1 . 10 1 . 91 
5 M 0 . 27 1 . 32 1 . 05 1 . 91 
4 fi 0 . 31 0 . 976 0 . 666 1 . 97 4- 0 . 50 1 . 79 1 . 29 3 . 17 4- 0 . 49 1 . 80 1 . 32 3 . 1 
.:·3 H 0 . 35 1 . 5 1 . 16 3 . 98 
8 M see tabl e 1 
OTES: see t abl e 1 
,. 
.·.·· ·• 
kii 
0 . 0896 
n . 0991 
OG 109 
0 . 0709 
0 . 0709 
0 . 0728 
0 . 0545 
0 . 0576 
0 . 0550 
0 .0338 
0 . 0408 
0 . 0416 
0 . 0292 
0 . 140 
\ 
/ 
T A B L E 18 
Kinetic determinations with propanol-2 
us ing a constant salt concentration 
of 6 Mat 25 . 1° 
A 
6 M 
6 M 
6 1 
5 1 
5 M 
5 M 
5 1 
3 M 
3 M 
3 H 
1 ~ 
1 M 
1 ru 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
B 
0 
0 
0 
3 ~ 
3 :. 
5 M 
5 M 
5 M 
-molarity of KOH 
c 
0. 20 
0 . 24 
0 . 19 
0. 38 
0 . 38 
0 . 38 
0 . 38 
0 . 1 
O. lG 
0 . 16 
0 . 54 
0 . 54 
0. 54 
D 
1 . 71 
1.75 
1 . 74 
5 . 55 
5 . 49 
5 . 63 
5 . 44 
3 . 80 
3 . 62 
3 . 69 
2 . 20 
2 . 15 
1 . 85 
E 
1 . 51 
1 . 51 
1 . 55 
5 . 18 
5 . 12 
5 o26 
5 . 07 
3 . 64 
3.48 
3 . 53 
1 . 66 
1 . 61 
1.31 
F 
2 . 13 
2 . 13 
2 . 3 
7 . 15 
7 . 15 
7 . 15 
7 . 15 
7 . 26 
7. 26 
7 . 26 
7 . 37 
7 . 37 
7 . 37 
G 
0 . 0709 
0 . 0709 
0 . 0728 
0 .0724 
0 .0716 
0 .0?36 
0 .0710 
0 . 0501 
0 . 0479 
0 . 0486 
0 . 0225 
0 .0219 
0 . 0178 
-molo.rlty of KF 
•rate of di sappearanc e of ferrate in solut on alone x 103 
-pseudo- fir st order r~te constant for ferrate reaction 
with propanol-2 x 10) 
the r esult of subtracting column C from column D. The 
value shown in column E is multiplied by 103 
--molar conc entration of propanol-2 x 102 
--eecond order r a te constant ; values of column E divided 
by the values of column F 
Bee footnot es on table 1 
/ 
,, 
1-
-(/) 
z 
w 
0 
_J 
<( 
(.) 
-t-
a. 
0 
8 
c o · 
o.s 
0.7 
0.6 
0.50 
0.4 
0.3 
. 1 o.2 
..a 
0 
0 
----- --
.. 
.. 
•' 
(, 
t 
""""' 
·,· 
2 4 6 8 10 12 
r 
·t·· 
I 
·-
TIME , MINUTES 
F 
RUN li.- 34 · 
_ , -1 
kobs =3.91 xi O SEC 
t 112 = 177 SEC 
, ( 
I , 
/ 
TIM E , SECONDS 
L___l 
F G 2 
.l.dOO 
Ot13X, , 
1.0,...------------------. 
~ 
0.9\ 
0 
0.8- \ 
0 
\ 
0 0.7 -
\ 
0 
'\ 0.6 i-
RUN JIT. -65 
ltobs =z 5.99 x I0"3SEC- 1 
t 1 1 2 = II 6 SEC 
\ ' 
0 
>-1- 0.5-
(J) 
z 
w 
0 
_J 
<( 
u 
-r-
0.. 
0.4-
0 0.3-
0.2 f-
\ \ · 
0 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 0\ 
0 
O.l OL.._-4..1...1 0--8..J...10--I..L~O--I-L~0--2...l.;-0-2_,~~-0-2....1~~--3~20/ 
Tl E , SECO DS 
i•· 
(Jfll .. 
--- -- -·-
F G RE 
8 PROPANOL-2 IN 8M KOD-020 
0 PROPANOL- 2 IN 8M KOH -HzO 
x 2-DEUTEROPROPANOL IN 8M KOD-020 
x-
3J4 3.16 3.18 3.20 3.22 3.24 3.26 328 3.30 3.32 3.34 3.36 
\ 
1/Tx 10 3 
/ 
'/ 
I" . ... .. . 
1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
o:r 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 . 
. . 
0.2 
·, 
E 3a 
0 2- DEUTERO PROPANOL-~ 
IN KOH -H~O 
0 
1/T X 10 3 / 
A - •,'· • · 
0 
'' 
" 20.0 0 1,1,1, TRIFLUORO-
PROPANOL-2 
10.0 
9.0 
ao 
- ' 0 )( .. 7.0 
1- 6.0 
' · 1=1 
.:Jf! 50 
4.0 
3.0 
2.0 
1/ T X 10 3 
/ 
20.0 
... 
. .. 
10.0 
- 9.0 )( 8.0 
.... 
' 
7.0 
tt 6.0 
.¥: . 
5.0 
4.0 ~ I, 1,1,3,3,3- HEXAFLUOROPROPANOL -2 
3.0 
, .... , 
2.0 
/ 
I -
FG ·RE 5 
~ . P-METHYLPHENYL TRWLUOROMETHYL CARBINOL 
0 M-NITROPHENYL TRIFLUOROMETHYL CARBINOL 
A M-BROMOPHENYLTRIFWOROMETHYL CAR BINOL 
-x PHENYLTRIFLUOROMETHYL CARBINOL 
.. 
····X ex- DEUTEROPHENYL TRIFLUOROMETHYL CARBINOL 
0 
d-......_ 
......... 
.......................... 
......... 
.................... 
........................... 
I/Txl03 
/ 
'&,/ 
0 
/ 
ALCOHOL cor CEN RATION, moleL:1x 10 2 
¢- - PHENY T RIFLUOROlv1ETH YL CAR BINOL 
0 - PROPANOL - 2 
&. - M-NITROP HENYLTRIFLUOROMETHYL CARBINOL 
X :- M- BROMOPHEN YLTRI FLUOROMETHYL CA RBIN OL 
191- 1,1,1,-T RIFLUOROISOPROPAN OL 
7.0 9.0 
\ 
15 
14 
13 
12 
II 
10 
8 
7 
6 
-. . ., .. -· . 
E 7 
lSOKINETIC PLOT 
0,./ 
o~A 
B 
0 0~c~ c: 2184 K 
D 
A-m- NITROPHENYLTRIFLUOROMETHYL CARBINOL 
8 - m- BROMOPHENYLTRIFLUOROMETHYL CARBINOL 
C -PHENYL TRIFLUOROMETHYL CARBINOL 
0- p-METHYLPHENYLTRIFLUOROMETHYL CARBINOL 
. E -«-DEUTEROPHENYLTRIFLUOR OM ETHYL CARBINOL 
5~---~~~--~---L~-L--~--~--~~--~--~~ 
-.33 -31 -29 -27 -25 -23 -21 -19 -17 -15 -13 -12 
A s; E.u. 
/ 
'. , 
r ... 
-· ' 
. 
... . . -· --4-~- --·----· -- . -·~-
. : 
•, 
7 a .. I 
ISOKINETIC PLOT · 
14.0 
I 
<U 
- 13.0 A 0 1,1,1- TRIFLUOROPROPANOL- 2 
·E 
12.0 
i) 
-
1,1,1,3,3,3,- H EXAFLUO~ OPROPANOL- 2 
0 
. 0 0 PROPANOL-2 
~ 11.0 
-it-"" 
:t: 
.~ 
9.0 
8.0 /"' 
7.0~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~~ 
-38 -36 -34 -32 -30 -28 -26 -24 -22 
A s~ E. u. 
I . 
/ 
1). I 
3.0~------------------------------~--------~ 
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